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1. Introducing The Voltechain
The Voltechain is a new digital decentralized protocol based on Blockchain but with
specific improvements made to upgrade crucial engineering faults of Blockchain that have
remained uncorrected for the past decade. In particular, with respect to network security and
potential centralization of the network, very little substantial engineering innovation has been
worked into decentralized digital ledgers at the architecture and primary coding stages of these
protocols.
Voltechains are fundamentally distinct from blockchains, even though the two share
aspects of the same design. In place of blocks validated by miners, the Voltechain is run on a new
type of data protocol named Voltere. Voltechain comes from the Latin voletere, meaning to roll.
This label comes from our observation that the Voltechain is composed of many nodes that interact
with one another, all of which exist on a single block of their own. Once the subsequent block
appears, the previous one is deleted, confining the chain to varying 'state single block' status. In a
certain sense, the Voltechain is composed then of multiple individual blockchains all of which are
running on single blocks which are continually being destroyed. The imagine is one of a series of
nodes rolling in dressage the way the word volte in contemporary French is applied (e.g. volteface). The effect of this series of single blocks may be remarkably simple but it is a dramatic
improvement of Satoshi Nakomoto’s Bitcoin blockchain. It frees up massive resources and
unshackles the network security from the constraints of coin mining/staking and serves to keep
transaction fees to a minimum while maintaining complete decentralized authenticity to a much
greater extent than is permissible on current blockchain protocols. The way that the architecture
works is that a node newly connected to the network waits in a state called 'hall' for other nodes to
welcome it. The node will remain in what we term this 'hall' state until the network moves it to
'node' state, where it becomes at that point an active participant in the consensus process, and
begins to receive the network transaction payment commodity, gas, as a form of free mining
payment incentive to the owner of the node. This hall state to node admission process is a
mechanism to ensure a controlled distribution of evil/honest nodes on the network. By having a
populated hall with candidate nodes, the system can grow by picking one random from hall. This
process is in practical terms barely detectable, since new nodes remain in hall for a very short
space of time (less than 1 minute). In effect, new nodes arrive slower than the network accepts
them as admitted nodes (the network is programmed to grow at a maximum rate of 1 node per
minute).
When the demand for new node admission surpasses the offers that are available via other
nodes at that point on the network, then the hall will start to grow with candidate nodes.
This situation is ideal, since active, newly-admitted nodes run by engaged community members
helps to dissolve possible attacking vectors consisting on adversaries introducing evil nodes which
are run in a latent background mode for extended periods of time.
As long as nodes are 80% honest and 20% evil the system will work fine. This proportion
is maintained when the system picks random entries from hall too, since at that point the hall
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contains not only the attacking nodes but also honest nodes who want to join. Needless to say this
system of an existing admitted node subsequently admitting another is reliant upon scale growth
over time. When we attempted to estimate the rough scale growth of the network so that such
admission would be kept positive and well-functioning over time, we found that the size of the
hall must be roughly one-tenth of the size of the network at a bare minimum for there to be ongoing
accuracy in admitting newly connected nodes that are not attempting to corrupt the network. This
is significantly easier to sustain than a constant 51% hashpower mining pool dominance, as is the
case for PoW chains at the start of their founding.
1.1 Voltere Protocol
Voltere is an entirely new type of virtual communications and data protocol unlike any that
has previously been used before. Part-Tor, part-Blockchain, part-IP, Voltere is a protocol that
exists like a separate internet wherein multiple mini-blockchains are always in operation. Within
this protocol, multiple new privacy and security features have been added along with a heavy
emphasis on scale elasticity over time.
Voltere Applications development presents the possibililty for some of the most dramatic
and exciting potential improvements over the internet in a very long time. Some potential
applications we have identified that could be built are:
•
•
•
•
•

Web browsers that are both connected into the internet we use today and separately, into
the Voltere private interne
Domain names that are simple words and phrases, transferable in the form of Blockchain
coin assets between nodes for ease of ownership and storage
Full-scale private communications interfaces with inbuilt decentralized storage markets
wherein you can automatically rent out available hard disk space while it sits idle
Sharded data capabilities so that any information stored on any node within the Voltere
space is 100% untraceable and impossible to steal or find by government authorities or
hackers
Private messaging and communications interfaces with two- or more-way text, voice and
video features so that only those who are participating in the communication have access
to the historical log files of the conference
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Fig. 1: The Voltechain architecture

These innovations likely represent the transition of the internet as a global public
information highway and mainstream media and establishment propaganda machine to one with a
significantly more informed population of users whose requirements are serviced more directly,
privately, honestly and efficiently. In Section 4 of this White Paper we detail a case study carried
out by Plebble, an AI medical technology and communications platform built on Voltere. The
platform is currently about to undergo trials in the United Kingdom with National Health Service
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professionals with a view to installing Voltere across to manage the data and confidential medical
records as well as facilitate pharmaceutical purchases from Britain’s 60 million plus NHS users.
The core systemwide features and attributes that enable such futuristic and radical
applications to function securely and efficiently on Voltere while at the same time disrupting a
whole range of existing data and digital software platforms are as follows:
Scale
The Voltere network scales up to 100,000,000,000 nodes with 1,000,000 sub-networks of
10,000 nodes each, making it the largest scalable individual data storage network in the world to
date
Cooperative
A Voltere network employs a Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithm as for Bitcoin but unlike
other networks, the algorithm is extremely light-weight so that each node on the network shares a
consensus with the other nodes for even distribution of financial value. This cooperative and
lightweight consensus algorithm incentivices continued growth, as opposed to other competitive
solutions based on PoW/S wherein some variant of a 'shrinking force' imitates what is here
crystalized into a random distribution of nodes.
Agnostic
Eradication of discrimination by encouraging private-anonymous trades among nodes.
Secure
Voltechain limits the number of nodes a single IP address can run so that potential security
considerations with respect to network dominance are not easily violated. It achieves this by
assigning IP addresses via the limited-supply IPv4 addresses
Private
Since all data is stored at the point of an individual user’s node, itself run on top of either
a user’s own hardware or virtual server, even a raspberry 3B+ will enable a network participant to
connect to the Voltechain within seconds and access the data stored on their private node at the
same time as keeping such data strictly private. A system that allows both custodial and noncustodial wallets, where all your private data reside. Custodial wallets are good for getting started
with a privacy system, but still you rely on 3rd parties to keep your private data safe. Non-Custodial
wallet is the encouraged state where your have full control of your data and the way you exchange
it with whom.
Customizable
White-label customizations can be added to the Voltechain by participants who wish to run
their own branded version of the network software on specially-apportioned synthetic network
forks, enabling much greater commercial usage than standard comparable networks are capable of
running
Network Scale
Massive scaling can be achieved by employing a sharding technique consisting in the
partitioning of both the address space (the ledger) and nodes. The system goes progressively from
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one initial node to a few thosand nodes. After that, it between 10,000 and 20,000 nodes becomes
the next hurdle range. Here, the network splits into two independent 'consensus partitions' where
each half of the nodes secures only half of the ledger. In effect, there are at this point 2 subnetworks
securing the ledges independently in place, allowing for added uncongested scale dynamics and
general network growth right up until reaching the next stage of sharding. Here, the 2 subnets are
split into 4, and so the process goes on up until the 20th split, where the system by that point
consists technically of 1,048,576 networks with each individual network securing 0.0001% of the
ledger with approximately 10,000 nodes each (the exact number of nodes will be determined
dynamically based on tx load and bandwidth readings).
1.2 Sybil Control and 51% Attack Countermeasures
Here it is worth taking a moment to consider the significantly more marginal attach surface
of Voltere protocol vs. those of other Blockchain protocols. In the case of most distributed ledger
technologies, some scarce resource is put in place to ensure the authenticity of the voting system.
In the case of PoW this is an electricity bill. In the case of PoS this is the amount of stake that is
locked in the wallet mining hardware (or in smart contracts, as is the case for most DeFi protocols).
Those competitive systems achieve their goal of providing network security coverage on
what is a an impressively comprehensive basis.
The problem is that in so achieving this aim, such models detract from a fundamental aim
of Blockchain and decentralized software more broadly: that none of it is free. As a result, such
models ultimately end up introducing biases and drawbacks in the engineering of digital
decentralized software protocols that stand out apart from the aforementioned effects on the
network scale / congestion issues. In simple terms, PoW is a real waste of energy and certainly not
environmentally more friendly than cash a payment alternative.
Today, most PoW mining farms require nuclear plants to operate at full capacity in a cycle
wherein there seems to be ever growing demand for energy by such operators, in a resource-limited
environment. Although perhaps more environmentally efficient, as far as PoS as a blockchain
innovation is concerned, for the most part it has always been a deeply biased system wherein the
largest currency owners merely exploit the smallest ones for additional staking gain on a daily
basis.
To solve for this problem specifically, we identified an obvious but until now overlooked
resource to create a synthetic effect of the above in terms of controlled supply issuance, required
for both voting stakers and long term value holders of the gas.
The IPv4 protocol is nowadays a saturated space – public IP addresses are not free, they
are allocated in a way that it is correlated with the world geography etc. They are also, we found,
ideal for our requirements here.
We took advantage of this natural resource to implement an inexpensive sybil control
mechanism, with a nice property of being able to enforce an homogeneous spread of the network
avoiding geographical centralization (location bias) such as is the case for Ethereum contender
chains such as XRP and EOS.
Because of this extraordinary breakthrough in maximizing the value-utility curve of digital
mining, we maintain in factual and evidential terms that our system runs the best and most
advanced algorithm for creating a real and unbiased distributed system, and is one of the few
honest systems in place (unlike so many other supposedly distributed protocols wherein the
architecture of the blockchain inherently inhibits widespread distribution from the outset).
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2. Voltere Software Developments
2.1 Downloads (Links)
raspberry_pi/
sdk/
wallet/
core_alpha-24_77d7a90876a2263d2fba7120b33b0b154..>
frequent_given_answers.txt
geonodes.jpg
node_setup_instructions_linux.txt
node_setup_instructions_windows.txt
other.arkitech_gpg_pubkey.txt
release_notes
release_notes.txt
sha256sums.txt
sha256sums.txt.gpg
sloccount.txt
version

15-Feb-2020 12:24
23-May-2020 03:03
23-May-2020 04:43
23-May-2020 03:00
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 10:07
23-May-2020 03:00

2.2 Project Development Summary
A multi-coin platform with enhanced trading capabilities. For the shake of privacy and selfmanaged societies and an anonymous distributed P2P system based on a flat organization of nodes
contributing to secure a database in a way that:
2.3 The Voltere Public System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No central authority can control it, decide to perform successful amendments, take over the
network or shut it down. It is censorship resistant.
The database can be only updated per address or account providing cryptographic proof of
ownership of such address.
Nodes can be inexpensive computers, starting from a raspberry pi. They have a negligible
energy and bandwidth consumption.
Scales up to 100 Billion nodes. Under such enormous deployment the global network will
consist of 1.000.000 sub-networks (or clusters) of 10.000 nodes each. Each network takes
care of 1 millionth of the address space.
Is cooperative rather than competitive. The network achieves consensus using a tailored
implementation of a Byzantine Fault Tolerant algorithm which is very lightweight and
efficient.
It is implemented in such a way that a form of universal salary is achieved, because all
cooperating nodes doing validation work are paid every consensus cycle, which is variable
depending on the network load and configured to be a minimum of 1 minute.
Anyone can access, participate, send transactions, earn cryptocurrency by running a node
anonymously from home. Anonymous participation solves every major discrimination
problem in our current society.
It is borderless and neutral. It doesn't care about countries (those territorial structures
invented in ancient times) and any transaction can go from anyone to anyone. This is a tool
for the electronic world. 1 world, 100B people.
It is NOT immutable. Immutability is considered harmful to privacy. In other words the
system does not preserve old data, the blockchain is not a blockchain, is only the last block,
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the current state. While Bitcoin and the rest of blockchains preserve the trajectory, USPS
only cares about the last trusted state and forgets the previous one. Indeed, you can trust a
new state provided you trust the previous plus the algorithm that computes the next from
the previous.
This paradigm improves:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The efficiency of the system, helping to be run in inexpensive hardware.
The size of the database grows at a considerably slower pace than other systems.
The growth across time can actually be zero if no new accounts were created. Avoid the
most critical event any blockchain will suffer in the future. It will happen in the future,
the cypher-suite will be compromised.
Any data stored in any immutable blockchain will be broken. In USPS, upgrading the
cypher-suite is a non-brainer.
All nodes are the same, There are no roles (validator, coordinator, hyssender) none of it.
Just nodes with validation responsibilities executing the consensus algorithm.
The security increases with the number of nodes, because one node means 1 vote. To take
over the network (51% attack) an attacker must incorporate as many colluding nodes as
needed to convince the rest that the evil hash of the next block created maliciously has
been voted as the legitimate block by a majority.
Sybil attack is prevented by using the convenient scarcity of network addresses offered
by the protocol IPv4. The network is programmed to control the number of nodes
operating behind a given IPv4 address. Any extra nodes above a programmed threshold
will be ignored when it comes to voting, providing a limit for which an attacker
instantiating thousands of node processes from a single machine does not harm the
network. When the network is big enough, an attacker planning a Sybil attack would have
to run nodes from a large pool of IPv4 addresses, limiting their chances given the
difficulty and price to obtain such type of addresses.
Users can create their own coins, and manage their own cryptoeconomic laws of
supply/inflation/deflation.

2.4 The Voltere Private System
• Nodes form a parallel network of P2P encrypted interactions running tailored trading
protocols designed to automate the private economy. These R2R (Role-to-Role, a new
name specializing the term P2P) protocols can be installed as plugins of the wallet. Enables
total control on the way and context your private data can be exchanged. Allows to run
negotiators that care about your self interests, scanning data, interviewing other nodes in
search of opportunities, chatting, watching video and an unlimited range of activities,
including politics why not.
• Multiple trades can be performed in parallel with or without human intervention.
2.5 Values
• Designed for Global Privacy: Financial, Identity, Medical records,
• Multiple anonymous personalities can be developed by a single person, or by a group
of people.
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•
•
•

•
•

It does not matter who is/are behind a personality. What matters is what this
individual/group/company does.
Free software. Complete sources with reproducible builds will soon be published for
public review.
100% Decentralized. Decentralization is a process and has different sides. Although
the resiliency model is already decentralized the governance of the system is not yet.
Once the software is fully tested by alpha testers, as soon as the beta version started
getting traction the governance decentralization process will begin. The idea is to create
a skilled community of developers and interested parties that shall be distributed and
non colluding. The power to rule the system will be transferred from other.arkitech to
such big structure organized by skill where anyone could form part.
Safe. Nodes are controlled and maintained by their respective owners, who are root.
During the period when source code is not available the only potential risk that a user
may care of is the network activity of the node. Whether or not it tries to scan
maliciously the local LAN, or which other sites it connects to. The node can be put in
an isolated v-LAN, for those concerned. The node, must be said forefront, does not
scan the LAN at all, and the connections to the outside are to other nodes that are listed
here . It is easy for anyone with networking skills to verify this is true monitoring the
traffic from inside the node using standard Linux tools, or from the outside using
network traffic analyzers like wireshark. Those who demand open source would need
to wait until the sources are released, probably as GPL, before the release of version
1.0.

2.6 Software
The software is being written in C++ std17 since February 2017, when this project was
envisaged for the first time. See release_notes for a chronological sequence. See also
codebase stats.
• Designed for Debian/Raspbian GNU/Linux. Presumably, it can be adapted to other
GNU/Linux distributions, FreeBSD, NetBSD or other alike OS with little effort.
Components libusgov.so - The governance library. Implements the public system
protocol.
• libuswallet.so - The trader library. Implements the private system. Plugin architecture
where R2R protocols for different purposes can be easily added or removed. us-gov The command-line program runs either as the protocol daemon or as an RPC client
where everything regarding the public system can be monitorized and operated.
us-wallet - The command-line program runs either as the protocol daemon or as an
RPC client where everything regarding the private system can be monitorized and
operated. Integrates a shell to create new or operate ongoing R2R trades. It can create
and sign cryptocurrency transactions that are broadcasted through the public system.
• us-walletj - RPC client similar to the RPC mode of us-wallet written in java. walletSDK in various languages. Java, c#. More languages will be appended to this list.
Particularly WASM. Complex applications can be built using the SDK.
Android App - Example of application using the java SDK.
•
Software updates are pulled from the other foundation account
4NwEEwnQbnwB7p8yCBNkx9uj71ru
•
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2.7 Main-net
• The main-net has been running since October 2018. See the nodes. It is distributed
across the world, run by people that I've 'persuaded' one by one. The mostly see it as
an amazing technological experiment that has huge potential with little cost. A good
investment.
• The name US comes after the notion of WE as a society. Apologies for the misleading
resemblance to other structures like the United States of America, which is completely
unrelated.
• It was set up as a codename at the beginning of the project with the intention to change
it before releasing to public. This haven't happened yet. The definitive name will be set
before 1.0 release.
• To get started, spare a raspberry pi 3B+ or higher with 16Gb SDCard or higher and an
Ethernet cable and follow the setup steps (see link above)
4. Voltechain Use Case Study
One of the potential use-cases that is of special relevance lately is the urgent requirement
for a broad and substantial upgrade of the healthcare system in most parts of the world. During the
early period of 2020, the healthcare system was potentially stretched to such an extent that
governments globally found that the only feasible cause of action to stem a potential break-down
in society was to ask citizens to stay at home for nearly a full half-year, as a new strain of virus
was found to be circulating in patients all over the globe.
Clearly, such drastic measures are neither practical nor are they viable long-term strategies
to treatment and prevention of illness. One of the most frequently-cited potential solutions of such
strategies exists in what is called home healthcare facilities, wherein patients can get diagnosed
for simple conditions, order prescriptions online and completely mitigate the risk of further injury,
either for themselves or for others they come into contact with along the way. While such measures
might sound only partially-effective, it is estimated that they might contribute to as much as a 90%
across-the-board cost reduction in healthcare expenses as time for medical professionals is freedup, knowledge facilities are implemented in a more universal context and ultimately, treatment is
administered as quickly and as directly as it gets.
A big problem for healthcare operators in this respect has to do with insufficiently secure
and universally-accessible data storage systems. While Blockchain presents one possible
alternative, it is not an attractive or feasible one for most hospitals. Because of the way in which
Blockchain stores data, neither a patient nor a medical practitioner ever has full control over patient
data. The internet more generally however does not store any data securely at all, and as such it is
a mere matter of time until one day, millions of private and confidential patient files are accessed
by an unauthorized user of a large hospital network and either sold on the dark web or released to
the public in some sort of deliberate politically-motivated sabotage of the healthcare system.
Harrison (H)rius provides the world’s first plausible, universally-scalable alternative
solution to these problems, with the development of the unique data storage facility that is the
result of the Synthchain’s node-based transmission schedule. In this case we demonstrate how a
patient seeking a simple prescription would be able to use Harrison (H)rius’ cutting-edge
technology to visit a general medical practitioner, a subsequently referred specialist for the
patient’s condition, obtain a prescription, visit a pharmacy and use the prescription to order and
pay for the treatment all in the convenient surroundings of their own home. This case study was
trialed in the United Kingdom in 2019 and the result, as can be seen, was estimated to cut total
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diagnostic and treatment time down by 99.2% of the typical 135 hours that are approximately
incurred in all steps in this process on average using the traditional methods of visiting a clinic etc.
Further, cost reductions in total once scaled to a typical day’s clinic hours amounted to over 65%
of gross overhead expense for the healthcare provider, and a similar cost saving was made by the
patient as a result of the travel costs, in-patient consultancy expenses etc. that would normally be
applied to the process.
Our case study marks a walk through a sequence of activities for which a patient seeks
health advice on the network and displays the extent of the functionality Harrison (H)rius is
capable of.
4.1 Definitions, Ascriptions & Interactions
In the context of this system a ‘patient’ means an advance patient, or a super-patient. Under
this definition, a super-patient is the combination of two people:
The actual patient, who might not be able to deal with technology.
A Health-Coach, optional, who is a person nearby the patient who is trained
to operate the technology owned by the patient in their behalf.
•
Super-patient = Patient + Health-Coach
•
•

The following is a chart displaying the overall patient journey:
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This case uses the word patient under the understanding that they are actually superpatients. The patient plays a centric role in this journey, consisting on three activities executed in
sequence:
•
•
•
•

An interaction with a GP (General Practitioner)
An interaction with an AI device.
An interaction with an specialist.
An interaction with a pharmacy.

The network maintains a public ledger leveraging the blockchain technology using a
pioneering green lightweight consensus protocol based on Bizantine agreement which allows to
use inexpensive nodes. The majority of nodes in our network are powered by a Raspberry Pi at
different locations across the world.
The nodes are run apart from the public protocol, an electronic wallet implementing a
pioneering network of encrypted interactions between wallets using an innovative concept that we
cal R2R protocols. An extensible mechanism (plugin architecture) that allows to create specialized
automated interactions among nodes, like the ones we are going to experience along this document.
The operating system is Debian GNU/Linux, the most secure foundation technology.

4.2 Technology Employed In This Case Study
Soathecam is a technology-medical company that has developed a computer able to early
detect medical conditions.
The technology is based on heavy computations performed by a deep-learning neural
network designed for the purpose which has been trained conveniently. Soathecam’s
neurocomputer is run in a cluster of GPUs in a customized debian/GNU/Linux operating system
called NeOS. It is operated via a dedicated node in the Harrison (H)rius network, mediating with
the external world.
Among the nodes that comprise the present Harrison (H)rius network protocol, we set up
the following four in particular for this case study, which we equipped with the requisite R2R
(role-to-role) protocols:
GP (General Practitioner)
Ipv4:
185.207.205.127
Node Id: 2SxmTuEPuB4nDLkyYr17UyZXGnoB Wallet plugins:
•
libplebblewallet-pat2slt-slt.so
endpoint: 0 2SxmTuEPuB4nDLkyYr17UyZXGnoB 16673 pat2slt pat endpoint QR published at: http://185.207.205.127:16680/pat2slt/pat
Specialist (Dermatologist)
Ipv4:
217.78.0.82
Node Id: 2Mm1Pz3RuKQG4RSU6thuSX5fbdAg Wallet plugins:
•
libplebblewallet-pat2slt-slt.so
endpoint: 0 2Mm1Pz3RuKQG4RSU6thuSX5fbdAg 16673 pat2slt pat endpoint QR published at: http://217.78.0.82:16680/pat2slt/pat/
Soathecam neurocomputer AI (NeOS)
Ipv4: dynamic Node Id: Wallet plugins:
•
libplebblewallet-pat2ai-ai.so
endpoint: 0 4Tr81agLbMR43goFwu4SetMqZwDa 9716 pat2ai pat endpoint QR published at: http://84.76.29.104:9717/pat2ai/pat/
Pharmacy
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Ipv4:
178.33.115.214
Node Id: 2T1LngV2jcxVZguYY62Kf7tmUvQ3 Wallet plugins:
•
libplebblewallet-pat2phy-phy.so
endpoint: 0 2T1LngV2jcxVZguYY62Kf7tmUvQ3 16673 pat2phy pat endpoint QR published at: http://178.33.115.214:16680/pat2phy/pat/
Patient
Ipv4:
Node Id: 2LCbMR7q5EyxakTdvaKXZzeb4kaH Wallet plugins:
• libplebblewallet-pat2slt-pat.so • libplebblewallet-pat2phy-pat.so • libplebblewallet-pat2ai-pat.so

92.51.240.61

In order to demonstrate the system capabilities we assume the patient has basic-level
computer skills and is connected to the network via ssh which connects to their node. The program
wallet can be operated in local and rpc mode. There exists a console RPC-client for the wallet
written in C++, and there also exists the same console written in Java using the rpc-sdk for Java,
the same underlying layer used by the Android app (walletj).
The following screen shows the advanced help screen (-a flag). In rpc mode the program
connects to the wallet daemon, who then perform the requested tasks. The daemon can be accessed
from either the same node or from a thin client (visualizer) using encrypted communication. Here
is the advanced help screen:
The console front-end is an example of visualizing device although other RPC clients can
be used, e.g. an Android app, to follow similar activities but using a more user friendly interface.
The Harrison (H)rius wallets not only lets you store and safeguard your private keys, it is
purpose-equipped with algorithms to create and sign just about any sort of instance in which you
can think of that might need an official authorization function inbuilt. These include: multi-token,
multi input, multi-output atomic transactions, invoicing (creating partial transactions to be
completed by someone else), storage- in-blockchain functions, Human-Machine interfaces (HMI)
management (e.g. Android app), addresses management and tools, file hashing (fingerprinting),
signing, encrypting and verification functions, creation of coins, and detailed (expanded) and
consolidated (collapsed) views of the balances.
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Still, perhaps the most amazing functions are within the trading sections, where our ® R2R
protocols enter into action to automate all possible interactions between parties in a secure and
efficient way, allowing also the inclusion of AI algorithms (embedded or external) to aid the
process of the human decision making, easing and enabling an unlimited range of agreement
capabilities.
4.3 The Patient Journey
LAIABOX will be transported by a Health-Coach who, at patient's address has the
authorization to plug via wifi/usb his LAIABOX to the patient node. This node (owned and
operated by the patient) has got a personnal LAIABOX database (LAIABOXDB) stored in private
vault for clinical-records. LAIABOXDB contains private data for so remains under control by the
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patient. The Health-Coach will run in his tablet a program who will start a dialogate between the
LAIABOX and the Node. As a result of this dialogue the LAIABOXDB is updated. the LAIABOX
can now be detached from the node, and the Health-Coach is free to go with it.
The rquipment brought by the HC (The LAIABOX) would not have recorded any information that
have been exchanged under confidential-no-distribution terms. Terms are negotiated automatically
based on defaults (confidential-no-distribution). The patient would have triggered this service
because, during a conversation/trade with an Specialist, she was given a signed order to obtain a
Soathecam service. At Soathecam's node the work is trigered by the reception of work-order plus
a controlled exchange of patien’ts information stored in LAIABOX-DB as a part of the patientrecords in the patien node.Soathecam will feed the neurocomputer running NeOS and obtain a
document. The patient will obtain a signed document which will be forwarded to the Specialist
who was waiting for it to resume the case and promptly delivers a signed prescription.
The patient will conclude her journey by buying the products at the pharmacy obtaining a signed
supply-chain order. The Supply-Chain order can be publicly announced or can be traded privately
with a logistics company’s node, representing the last hop on the patien’ts journey who remains
waiting for the delivery of the prescribed products.
The patient node shall be equipped with the following R2R protocols to complete the
journey. R2R protocols are shipped as shared libraries that are loaded by the wallet daemon
running on patient’s node.
•
•
•

pat2slt – patient to specialist/GP
pat2phy – patient to pharmacy
pat2ai – patient to Artificial Inteligence Service

The patient can check if their node is equipped with such required protocols.

The trader (run by the wallet daemon) can be operated in a command-by-command basis
(as in the example above) or via an interactive console. To enter in interactive mode type:

Display the trader help giving an empty input:
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Checking again the protocols available (observe that, in the interactive shell, commands
are not prefixed by ‘wallet trade’ anymore):

At this point the patient is ready to start a conversation with their GP. Assuming the
endpoint is known, by e.g. browsing the following URL. Here is a journey of the patient as it is
here applied. Here is a page showing the endpoint for the services provided by Dr. Megan Hall.
GP (http://217.78.0.82:16680/pat2slt/pat/):

Endpoint from the GP web page: 2SxmTuEPuB4nDLkyYr17UyZXGnoB 16673 pat2slt
pat (it reads: Patients, please connect to my node with id 2SxmTuEPuB4nDLkyYr17UyZXGnoB
on TCP port 16673 executing the protocol pat2slt using role pat). For starting a new trade with our
GP Dr. Hall the patient needs to type the following command:

The wallet daemon running in patien’ts node has resolves the IP4 address for Dr. Megan
Hall’s node, agreed to start a conversation (or trade) with the shared ID
334U3P8GF3iVgDG76tGwyP5gzAwU. Dr Hall would be able to see this same ID in her list of

ongoing trades. Using the interactive shell both the patient and the GP are able to access the details
and functions available for this trade by entering the ID after the command prompt:
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The trader help shows the list of functions available for the patient. Dr Hall would see a
similar but different menu since both play different roles. Enhanced in green, the role played by
the patient is explicit in the previous output. The experience for a GP is not described in this
document. Nevertheless a separate document titled ‘GP journey’ describes the interaction from the
perspective of the GP in detail. Observe how the command prompt indicates that the input will be
interpreted in the context of the trade id 334U3P8GF3iVgDG76tGwyP5gzAwU.
Every trade has got state data associated with it. The command ‘show data’ will display it:
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A personality is a concept that generalizes the concept of identity. One person can develop

multiple personalities, and also one personality can be under one or multiple people. The system
does not require a 1-1 relation between identity and personality. For accountability purposes,
governments ruling each territory where nodes are running might need to be informed (declared
by the patient) about the correspondence between their identity and the personalities they create.
This report can be done manually or automatically (under node owner control) provided such
Governemnts are running at least one node of the plebble the system.
Since we requested directly which role we wanted the remote node to play (slt, or specialist,
embedded in the endpoint string) the available roles have not been exchanged, that’s why the
‘roles’ entry is marked ‘N’.
If we wanted to confirm which level of assistance is provided by the remote end:
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We decide to start a conversation with the GP:

We can now begin the conversation:

We can see that the GP’s chat-AI is responding. We start a conversation that has been
resumed for practical purposes:

Both SysOps and super-patients are resistant to the complexities associated with the
console. In console we are required to issue a command to see the chat each time we want to see
it:
Now our conversation is able to be continued.
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At this point, the GP send us a message communicating the availability of an appointment
with a specialist. We can visualize it:

We can also check that we have been given a gently suggestion of a particular Specialist
we can connect to, in order to follow the journey.

We can annotate the endpoint (marked in green) and exit our current trade with the GP.
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We can leave the trade open or kill it (close or archive), since we have finished with the
GP.

Now
we
follow-up
with
(http://217.78.0.82:16680/pat2slt/pat/):

Dermatologist

Dr.

Joshua

Warner

Using the endpoint given by the GP (as a possibility in a choice among multiple valid ones)
we start a new trade with him.
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A trade-id is given for our reference. Use it to start talking to our specialist.

The full menu of possibilities in form of commands is shown. If we wanted to confirm
which level of assistance is provided by the remote end:

We opt for starting the chat.

The GP is asking for the appointment. Let’s be a bit insisting to test the A.I. here:
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She won’t progress until we send over the appointment number that we obtained moments
ago from the GP.

After we hand over the appointment, the dialog yields a positive answer, as I answered all
of his questions.

Now the conversation with the specialist is put on hold while we obtain the A.I. report that
was requested. We can have a look to the ai_request, a document we will use to obtain the rutinary
assessment:
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The requested service is stated in the A.I.-Request document signed by the Specialist in
our possession. At this point we can see in the data-room a suggested endpoint to obtain the
required service.

We leave this trade for now, to start another with the Soathecam service:
Now we start a new dialog with the endpoint of the Soathecam A.I. Service.
(http://84.76.29.104:7450/pat2ai/pat/index.html):
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Finally, we exit the conversation to finish the trade with Soathecam:
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Our currently opened trades are:
The trade with the Dermatologist is still open, and he is waiting for our results. Enter the
trade, it shows the main menu:
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Let’s rehearse the chat:
Since we have the requested document in our clinical records, we can double-check it, too.

We can now send the ai_response over:

Our document was accepted and the chat is finished by the specialist leaving an explanation
and a prescription for us. Let’s inspect the prescription:
Our
prescription
includes
a)
1
unit
of
product
identified
as
2vaxTxfv7HnRpDoaHHBTkmmLonZg b) Posology c) Expiry date and d) is signed by the
Specialist. Now let’s check the data-room to look for a suggestion of Pharmacy to buy the
prescribed products:
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Dr. Joshua kindly left an endpoint with a suggestion of Pharmacy. Our trade with the
specialist has finished, we can exit from it.

We have now completed the doctor-patient routine virtually using Harrison (H)rius and we
are now ready therefore to start our last leg of our journey. Let’s pay a visit to a pharmacy.

We use the suggested endpoint to connect to the pharmacy’s node:

A new trade-Id is given, which we’ll use to access the menu.
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The first thing we do is to send over the prescription.

We can check the chat to see the pharmacist A.I. responded positively.

We can also check our basket already contains the products mentioned in the prescription.

At this point, the new order generates an invoice:

We now conduct a check for the product’s availability:
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Since it arrives instantly, we can inspect it:

Technically, the invoice is in fact an Harrison (H)rius Synthchain multi-token public
transaction, with two separate sections designated as one section per note. Section 0 refers to note
2p8rvSKjbmTCPxSEAiQxvaYdFo9q, or DGBP (Digital GBP). In this instance DGBP is a
stablecoin where 100 units correspond to 1 Sterling Fiat Currency. The semi-completed transaction
reads that 900 2p8rvSKjbmTCPxSEAiQxvaYdFo9q should arrive to the specified address
r5c5EN4b9dxsUVa8ypTjyZnzypC belonging to the Pharmacy. Section 1 indicates we will be
awarded with 150 r5c5EN4b9dxsUVa8ypTjyZnzypC (PharmaPoints), a fidelization token issued
by the pharmacy. We can check our wallet balances in a separate terminal:

We can check if we have enough balance of coin 2p8rvSKjbmTCPxSEAiQxvaYdFo9q to
fulfill the transaction 2p8rvSKjbmTCPxSEAiQxvaYdFo9q89582. We can observe that we have
balance of PharmaPoints r5c5EN4b9dxsUVa8ypTjyZnzypC100150.
We order our intelligent wallet to execute all the required procedures for us and fulfill and
pay for the order. The wallet will resolve how to fill and sign the transaction using reprogrammable
algorithms:
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An encoded transaction is shown which has just been broadcasted to the blockchain and to
our peer on the other end of the transaction. We can check it appears as available in the data room:

We can also inspect the transaction in a more legible format:

Notice
here
how
our
wallet
chose
to
provide
our
address
2K7GYvBiMFPR4gJB7JqqLr48Lk6W to receive our PharmaPoints, which is the source account
used to pay 900 DGBP for the prescription. Our wallet also chose to take 900
2p8rvSKjbmTCPxSEAiQxvaYdFo9q
(cCGP)
from
our
balance
at
address
2K7GYvBiMFPR4gJB7JqqLr48Lk6W. We can now say gracefully au revoir and exit the trade:
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Since we haven’t closed any of our previous trades they still appear as active, however:

Here, we simply terminate the transactions and allow computing resources to be freed up,
and henceforth all our past activity is fully-retrievable since it has already by now been recorded:

We can also check our balances to double-check that the payment went through:

Our balances experienced the expected change. We paid 900 cGBP for the prescription and
received 150 PharmaPoints.
Now, all the patient has to do is to wait for their medicines to arrive while the order is
processed for delivery.
We will finish up with this case-study by examining some screenshots taken from
operational software running a white-label version of it. You can see how specially-tailored skins
and branding have been applied to the client’s requested specification for the software installation.
The journey here shown corresponds to the one we have just visited. Note the currency prototypes
used:
• cGBP (id 2p8rvSKjbmTCPxSEAiQxvaYdFo9q) is a stablecoin (its value is tied to
fiat currency with a fixed ratio of exchange) capitalized in the NHS Exchange (hypothetically)
where 1 cGBP can always be exchanged for 0.01 GBP
• PharmaPoints (id r5c5EN4b9dxsUVa8ypTjyZnzypC) is a fidelization token issued
by the Riverside Pharmacy. Token holders could obtain benefits offered by the pharmacy.
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First, we check in:

Our initial dialog with Dr. Hall is then displayed:
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Next, we can sequence our user experience interaction with the specialist Dr. Warner:
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Finally, here’s our interaction with the AI pharmacist, resulting in our product purchase:
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